Heavy duty modular strutting systems that are designed to be used as cross struts with the Meever
Bracing system. The S2000 Strutting system can also be used to prop reinforced concrete piles and
capping beams. Each strut comprisesof a hydraulic ram and mechanical units together with various
lengths of strut extension bars. The Strutting system can support loads of up to 2000kN and span up
to 28.0m. Components are very heavy and are normally assembled on site prior to being lifted into
place and installed within the excavation using large cranes.
Fabricated from API grade S355 610mm dia steel tube section, the extensions are quickly assembled
into the required strut lengths using bolts, nut and washer assemblies. Final adjustment is provided by
a mechanical strut end providing up to 1000mm of stroke and a hydraulic strut end providing a 100mm
stroke for finite adjustment. Once located at the correct position the struts are pre-loaded (or
tightened) against the face of the brace to be supported using a hydraulic pump on the ram. Preloading of the legs ensures the strut cannot slip, takes up any slack in the system and minimises the
extent of potential ground movements. Handling points are provided at regular intervals on each leg to
assist assembly / removal.
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Description

1.

Strut systems are very heavy and should only be assembled, installed and removed by
competent persons.

2.

Installation is normally carried out by assembling the complete strut and then lowering into
place (subject to crane / excavator capacity). Struts are normally long and unbalanced (due
to the weight of ram/jack unit) and great care must be taken in preparing the lift /
maintaining lift angle (tag lines strongly recommended).

3.

Struts are to be fully pre-loaded or tightened, all hydraulic units to be secured prior to
releasing hydraulic jack and lifting chains from strut and commencing works. When
assembling on site ensure that all nuts and bolts are in place and secured and all plate
bolts are installed and fully tightened / torqued with a minimum two threads visible beyond
the nut. Any gaps in bearing plates must be securely packed using grout prior to preloading of the hydraulic rams.

4.

Each individual component should be visually inspected for damage before entering the
excavation.

5.

Edge protection should always be considered for every excavation for personel safety.

6.

Prior to removal the complete strut must be independently supported. Once this is
accomplished the hydraulic rams (or struts) must be released and retracted to avoid the
need for excessive extraction forces.

7.

When installing struts at angles you must take care to be sure that the angles match the
design, all shear stops are in place and all elements are supported/packed and capable of
transmitting loads effectively. On large unsupported spans the pre-load must be
applied prior to removing lifting chains to avoid sagging.
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Product Notes
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Corner Bracing Strut

Centre Bracing Strut

Swivel End Support Plate

Handling Points WLL = 4.0t
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